A hypothetical binary system composed of one intermetallic compound and two primary solid-solution phases has been considered in order to examine the kinetics of the reactive diffusion controlled by boundary and volume diffusion. If a semi-infinite diffusion couple initially consisting of the two primary solid-solution phases with solubility compositions is isothermally annealed at an appropriate temperature, the compound layer will be surely produced at the interface between the primary solid-solution phases. In the primary solid-solution phases, however, there is no diffusional flux. Furthermore, we suppose that the compound layer is composed of a single layer of square-rectangular grains with an identical dimension. Here, the square basal-plane is parallel to the interface, and hence the height is equal to the thickness of the compound layer. Under such conditions, the growth behavior of the compound layer has been analyzed numerically. In order to simplify the analysis, the following assumptions have been adopted for the compound layer: there is no grain boundary segregation; and volume and boundary diffusion takes place along the direction perpendicular to the interface. When the size of the basal-plane remains constant independently of the annealing time, the thickness of the compound layer is proportional to the square root of the annealing time. In contrast, the growth of the compound layer takes place in complicated manners, if the size of the basal-plane increases in proportion to a power function of the annealing time. Nevertheless, around a certain critical annealing time, the thickness of the compound layer is approximately expressed as a power function of the annealing time. For each grain, the layer growth is associated with increase in the height, and the grain growth is relevant to increase in the size of the basal-plane. The exponent for the layer growth almost linearly decreases with increasing exponent for the grain growth.
Introduction
The growth behavior of intermetallic compounds during reactive diffusion has been experimentally observed for various alloy systems by many investigators. In such an experiment, a semi-infinite diffusion couple consisting of different pure metals or alloys may be isothermally annealed at an appropriate temperature. Owing to annealing, some of the stable compounds will be formed as layers at the interface in the diffusion couple. If the growth of the compound layers is controlled by volume diffusion, a parabolic relationship holds good between the total thickness of the compound layers and the annealing time. Here, the parabolic relationship means that the total thickness is proportional to the square root of the annealing time. However, volume diffusion is not necessarily the rate-controlling process of reactive diffusion for all the alloy systems.
The kinetics of the reactive diffusion in the binary Au-Sn system was experimentally observed using Sn/Au/Sn diffusion couples at solid-state temperatures in previous studies. [28] [29] [30] [31] In those experiments, the diffusion couples were isothermally annealed at temperatures between T ¼ 393 and 473 K for various times in an oil bath with silicone oil. Here, T is the annealing temperature. Due to annealing, compound layers of AuSn, AuSn 2 and AuSn 4 are produced at the Au/Sn interface in the diffusion couple. According to the observation, the total thickness of the Au-Sn compound layers is mathematically expressed as a power function of the annealing time, and the exponent of the power function is 0.48, 0.42, 0.39 and 0.36 at T ¼ 393, 433, 453 and 473 K, respectively. Such temperature dependence of the exponent indicates that boundary diffusion as well as volume diffusion contributes to the rate-controlling process and grain growth occurs in the compound layers at certain rates at higher annealing temperatures. 30) As the annealing temperature decreases, the contribution of the boundary diffusion becomes more remarkable, but the grain growth slows down. This is the reason why the exponent is smaller than 0.5 at higher annealing temperatures but close to 0.5 at lower annealing temperatures. The reactive diffusion controlled by boundary and volume diffusion takes place in many alloy systems. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] The rate-controlling process of such reactive diffusion is hereafter called the mixed rate-controlling process.
The kinetics of the mixed rate-controlling process was theoretically analyzed using a mathematical model by Farrell and Glimer. 34) In their model, a polycrystalline compound layer consisting of tabular grains with an identical width and flat grain boundaries with a certain thickness is formed at the interface between solid-solution phases with solubility compositions in a semi-infinite diffusion couple. Here, each tabular grain is sandwiched between the parallel grain boundaries perpendicular to the interface. During growth of the compound layer, one-dimensional boundary diffusion takes place along the grain boundary, and two-dimensional volume diffusion occurs along the directions perpendicular to the grain boundary and the interface. However, no diffusional flux exists in the solid-solution phases. Under such conditions, the growth behavior of the compound layer was calculated numerically. The numerical calculation was carried out mainly for the growth of the compound layer without grain growth. According to the calculation, the thickness of the compound layer increases in proportion to a power function of the annealing time, and the exponent of the power function takes a constant value of 0.48. Thus, the exponent is slightly smaller than 0.5. In order for the compound layer to grow continuously, solute atoms should be transported along the grain boundary over long distances. However, the solute atoms in the grain boundary will be partially wasted due to the volume diffusion along the direction perpendicular to the grain boundary. Such partial wastage of the solute atoms slightly decelerates the growth of the compound layer. This is the reason why the exponent is slightly smaller than 0.5.
The growth of a compound layer controlled by boundary diffusion was theoretically analyzed using a different model by Corcoran et al. 35) In their model of a semi-infinite diffusion couple, a polycrystalline compound layer is composed of cylindrical grains with an identical diameter, where the rotation axis of the grain is perpendicular to the interface and the diameter of the grain is expressed as a power function of the annealing time. Unlike the model by Farrell and Glimer, 34) only boundary diffusion takes place in the compound layer, but volume diffusion occurs merely in the neighboring phase ahead of the growing compound layer. If the contribution is much greater for the boundary diffusion than for the volume diffusion, the thickness of the compound layer is proportional to a power function of the annealing time. 35) Furthermore, the exponent of the power function is much smaller than 0.5 on condition that grain growth considerably occurs in the compound layer. Such conclusions may be drawn also for the mixed rate-controlling process with grain growth. Unfortunately, however, reliable information of the kinetics is not available for this type of mixed rate-controlling process. In order to examine the influence of grain growth on the kinetics of the mixed rate-controlling process, the growth behavior of a polycrystalline compound layer in a semi-infinite diffusion couple initially composed of solid-solution phases has been numerically analyzed in the present study. Here, the compound layer consists of a single layer of square-rectangular grains with an identical size, and volume and boundary diffusion occurs across the compound layer. However, it is assumed that there is no diffusional flux in the solid-solution phases. This assumption emphasizes the influence. The kinetics has been quantitatively discussed on the basis of the numerical analysis.
Model
Let us consider a hypothetical binary A-B system composed of two primary solid-solution phases and one intermetallic compound. Hereafter, the A-rich and B-rich solid-solution phases are called the and phases, respectively, and the intermetallic compound is designated the phase. For such a binary system, we consider a semiinfinite diffusion couple consisting of the and phases with initial compositions of c and c , respectively. Here, c is the concentration of component B measured in mol per unit volume, and c and c correspond to the composition of the phase for the = tie-line and that of the phase for the = tie-line, respectively, in the phase diagram of the binary A-B system. The semi-infinite diffusion couple means that the thicknesses of the and phases are semi-infinite and the = interface is flat. In such a diffusion couple, the interdiffusion of components A and B occurs unidirectionally along the direction perpendicular to the flat interface. This direction is hereafter called the diffusional direction. When the diffusion couple is isothermally annealed at temperature T for an appropriate time, the phase will be produced at the interface owing to the reactive diffusion between the and phases. Here, T is high enough for the reactive diffusion to occur sufficiently fast but lower than the temperature at which the liquid phase is stable. The concentration profile of component B across the phase along the diffusional direction is drawn in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the ordinate shows the composition c, and the abscissa indicates the distance x measured from the initial position of the = interface. Dashed lines and solid curves show the concentration profiles before and after annealing, respectively, and z and z indicate the positions of the = and = interfaces, respectively, after annealing. If the local equilibrium is realized at each migrating interface during annealing, the compositions of the neighboring phases at the interface coincide with those of the corresponding tie-line at temperature T. Such a reaction will actually proceed on condition that the interface diffusion across the migrating interface is much faster than the interdiffusion across the compound layer. In this case, the migration of the interface is controlled by the interdiffusion. This type of reaction is usually denominated the diffusion-controlling reaction. For the diffusion-controlling reaction, the migration rates dz =dt and dz =dt of the = and = interfaces, respectively, are related to the flux balance at the interface by the equations 46) ðc À c Þ dz
and
respectively. Here, J and J are the diffusional fluxes of component B in the phase at the = and = interfaces, respectively. According to Fick's first law, the diffusional fluxes J and J are proportional to the concentration gradients ð@c =@xÞ x¼z and ð@c =@xÞ x¼z in the phase at the = and = interfaces, respectively, as follows:
In eq. (2), D is the diffusion coefficient for the interdiffusion across the phase. Since there is no concentration gradient in the and phases, no diffusional flux exists in these phases.
If the diffusion coefficient D is independent of the composition c of the phase, Fick's second law is expressed as
for the phase. Equation (3) shows that the composition c is a function of the distance x and the annealing time t. For the semi-infinite diffusion couple, the initial conditions are described as
and the boundary conditions are expressed by the equations
When the diffusion coefficient D is constant independent of annealing time t at a given temperature of T, eqs. (1)- (3) are analytically solved under the initial and boundary conditions of eqs. (4) and (5). 46, 47) However, no analytical solution is known, if D varies depending on t. In such a case, eqs. (1)- (3) should be solved numerically.
For the numerical calculation, Crank-Nicolson implicit method 48) was combined with a finite-difference technique. 49) In the finite-difference technique, the distance x and the annealing time t are divided into intervals Áx and Át, respectively, and then described as x i ¼ iÁx and t j ¼ jÁt, respectively. Here, i and j are the dimensionless integers that are equal to or greater than 0. The concentration profile of component B in the phase at t ¼ t j is schematically shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the ordinate and the abscissa indicate the composition c and the distance x, respectively. Unlike Fig. 1 , however, the distance x is measured from the = interface in Fig. 2 . Hereafter, the origin of the distance x is defined in this manner. Furthermore, z is the position of the = interface measured from the origin of the distance x, and thus equivalent to the thickness of the phase. Thus, there exists the following relationship among z , z and z.
In Fig. 2 , the thickness z is divided into grid points with a number of n þ 1. The interval Áx between the neighboring grid points is obtained by the relationship Áx ¼ z=n. Hence,
The composition of the phase with x ¼ x i and t ¼ t j is denoted by c i; j . Since z is a function of t, Áx also varies depending on t. In contrast, Át is kept constant independently of t. The compositions c 0; j and c n; j correspond to the values at the = and = interfaces, respectively. During annealing, c i; j changes depending on t for 0 < i < n, but takes constant values of c 0;0 or c and c n;0 or c for i ¼ 0 and n, respectively. Consequently, we obtain
for i ¼ 1, and
for i ¼ n À 1. Here, r and p i are defined as
respectively. The notation Dðt j Þ explicitly indicates that D varies depending on t j . The migration rate v j of the = interface measured from the = interface at t ¼ t j is obtained as where q and q are defined as
respectively. In eqs. (8b) and (9), z j and z jþ1 are the positions of the = interface at t ¼ t j and t jþ1 , respectively. Equation (7) is simply expressed using matrices A, B and C as follows.
AC ¼ B ð11Þ
Here,
. . 
The matrix C composed of the unknown composition c i; jþ1 is calculated for the matrix B containing the known composition c i; j from eq. (11) . Since the matrix A is tridiagonal as shown in eq. (12a), the calculation can be readily carried out by an appropriate linear algebra technique even for a large number of n.
50)
3. Results and Discussion
Growth behavior of phase
In the present model, no diffusional flux exists in the and phases of the semi-infinite diffusion couple. In such a case, the growth of the phase is governed by the interdiffusion across the phase. Hence, the influence of grain growth on the kinetics of the mixed rate-controlling process is suitably emphasized in the present model. As mentioned earlier, the phase is formed as a layer in the semi-infinite diffusion couple. Hereafter, the layer of the phase is merely called the layer.
When the layer grows according to the mixed ratecontrolling process and grain growth occurs in the layer, the diffusion coefficient D monotonically decreases with increasing annealing time t due to the grain growth. In order to express the diffusion coefficient DðtÞ as a mathematical function of the annealing time t, we assume that the layer is composed of a single layer of square-rectangular grains with an identical dimension. Such a square-rectangular grain is schematically shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, d is the side length of the square basal-plane, z is the height, and is the thickness of the grain boundaries surrounding the grain. Here, the z axis is perpendicular to the interface, and hence the basal-plane is parallel to the interface. Consequently, the height of the square-rectangular grain is equivalent to the thickness of the layer. On the other hand, the side length d stands for the grain size of the square-rectangular grain. In this case, the fraction f of the total cross-sectional area for the grain boundaries to the whole cross-sectional area of the layer is evaluated by the following equation.
In order to simplify the analysis, the following assumptions were adopted for the layer: (A) there is no grain boundary segregation; (B) volume and boundary diffusion takes place along the z axis; and (C) grain growth starts to occur at a certain annealing time of t s . Due to assumptions A and B, the effective diffusion coefficient D across the layer is readily calculated by the equation
where D v is the diffusion coefficient of the volume diffusion, and D b is that of the boundary diffusion. Furthermore, according to assumption C, the grain size d is expressed as a power function of the annealing time t by the following equation.
Here (13)- (15), D is finally expressed as an explicit function of t. Combining eqs. (13)- (15) with eqs. (8)- (12), the growth behavior of the layer was calculated numerically. In the present analysis, the following parameters were used for the whole numerical calculation:
Here, y is the mol fraction of component B. Furthermore, t s is defined as the annealing time t where z reaches to d s . Hence,
This means that the square-rectangular grain becomes the cubic grain with a side length of d s at t ¼ t s . At t > t s , however, d becomes surely greater than d s , but greater or smaller than z depending on k d and p. In Figs. 1 and 2 , the composition is indicated with the concentration c of component B measured in mol per unit volume. On the other hand, the mol fraction y is practically used to express the composition of each phase. However, the mol fraction y is readily converted into the concentration c by the equation c ¼ y=V m , where V m is the molar volume of the relevant phase. If the molar volume V m is assumed to be constant independent of the composition, the concentration c i; j in eqs. (9)- (12) is automatically replaced with the mol fraction y i; j . Here, the subscripts i and j of the mol fraction y possess the same meanings as the concentration c. As previously mentioned, at t t s , the grain growth does not occur and thus d ¼ d s . Therefore, D is constant independent of t according to eqs. (13)- (15) . In such a case, z j and y i; j are calculated analytically. 46, 47) The analytical values of z j and y i; j at t j ¼ t s were used as the initial values for the numerical calculation of the new values at t jþ1 ¼ t j þ Át. The accuracy of the numerical calculation increases with decreasing values of Áx and Át. However, very small values of Áx and Át result in an extremely long computing time. Thus, there is an optimum combination of Áx and Át depending on the power of a computer. In the present analysis, a constant value of Át ¼ 0:1 s was adopted for the numerical calculation up to t jþ1 ¼ 10 7 s. On the other hand, appropriate values of n and Áx were determined from eq. (8a) and the equation Áx ¼ z=n during iteration in order to satisfy r < 0:5.
Typical results for the numerical calculation are shown as solid curves in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the following parameters were used for the calculation:
À7 m and p ¼ 0{0:6. In contrast, a dashed line indicates the result for the volume-diffusion controlling process with D ¼ D v . In Fig. 4 , the ordinate shows the logarithm of the thickness z of the layer, and the abscissa indicates the logarithm of the annealing time t. As can be seen, the thickness z monotonically increases with increasing annealing time t in different manners depending on the exponent p. For p ¼ 0, the grain growth does not occur, and hence the fraction f remains constant during growth of the layer. Therefore, D is constant independent of t. In such a case, the solid curve becomes straight, and hence z is expressed as a power function of t by the equation
where k and q are the proportionality coefficient and the exponent, respectively. For the straight solid line with p ¼ 0 in Fig. 4 , k ¼ 7:88 Â 10 À7 m and q ¼ 0:5 are obtained from eq. (16) . On the other hand, the dashed line provides k ¼ 7:84 Â 10 À8 m and q ¼ 0:5. Thus, the parabolic relationship holds good not only for the volume-diffusion controlling process but also for the mixed rate-controlling process without grain growth. However, k is one order of magnitude greater for the latter rate-controlling process than for the former rate-controlling process. Thus, the growth of the layer is accelerated by the boundary diffusion, though the parabolic relationship holds good in both rate-controlling processes.
Since d ¼ d s at t t s , the solid curves for p > 0 coincide with the solid line for p ¼ 0 at t t s . As the annealing time t increases at t > t s , however, the solid curves gradually deviate from the solid line, and then asymptotically approach to the dashed line. The rate of the approach to the dashed line increases with increasing value of p at a constant value of k d . For such solid curves, z cannot be expressed as a power function of t with a constant value of q. The dependence of q on t was evaluated from the following equation using z j and Fig. 4 The thickness z of the layer versus the annealing time t calculated for z jþ1 at t ¼ t j and t jþ1 , respectively.
The evaluation was carried out for the solid curves in Fig. 4 . The results for p ¼ 0:1{0:6 are shown as solid curves in Fig. 5(a)-(f) , respectively. The evaluation was executed further for
À7 m. The corresponding results for p ¼ 0:1{0:6 are also indicated as solid curves in Fig. 5(a)-(f) , respectively. In this figure, the ordinate shows q, and the abscissa indicates the logarithm of t. For p ¼ 0:1 in Fig. 5(a) , q attains to maximum values at annealing times around t ¼ 10 3 s. In contrast, q monotonically decreases with increasing value of k d . Nevertheless, q is rather close to 0.5 at t ¼ 10 2 {10 7 s. Although a similar tendency is recognized also for p ¼ 0:2 in Fig. 5(b) , q is slightly smaller for p ¼ 0:2 than for p ¼ 0:1. On the other hand, for p ¼ 0:3 in Fig. 5(c) , q varies depending on t in complicated manners. Nonetheless, q reaches to an almost constant plateau value of q c ¼ 0:38 at a certain annealing time of t ¼ t c . Here, the term ''plateau'' means that q is rather insensitive to t at annealing times around t ¼ t c . Thus, eq. (16) Fig. 7(a)-(c) , respectively. However, only the results of k d ¼ 1 Â 10 À7 {3 Â 10 À7 m indicating rather clear plateau stages are represented in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the ordinate on the left-hand side indicates q, and the abscissa shows the logarithm of t. As the annealing time t increases, q gradually decreases at t < t c , and then reaches to q c at t ¼ t c . On the other hand, at t > t c , q monotonically increases with increasing annealing time t. Unlike Fig. 5(c) -(f), however, t c is longer than 10 7 s for most of the solid curves in Fig. 5(a) and (b) . Hence, q c cannot appear on these solid curves. Such annealing time dependence of q is attributed to variation in the contribution of the boundary diffusion to the effective diffusion in the layer. In order to examine such variation, the ratio R is defined as
From eq. (18), R was calculated as a function of t. The results for the solid curves are shown as dashed curves in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the ordinate on the right-hand side indicates R. Furthermore, R c and q c are shown as open circles, squares and rhombuses for k d ¼ 1 Â 10 À7 , 2 Â 10 À7 and 3 Â 10 À7 m, respectively. Here, R c stands for the value of R at t ¼ t c . As can be seen, R monotonically decreases with increasing annealing time t. This means that the contribution of the boundary diffusion gradually decreases due to the grain growth in the layer.
The values of R c for k d ¼ 1 Â 10 À7 , 2 Â 10 À7 and 3 Â 10 À7 m in Fig. 7 are plotted as open circles, squares and rhombuses, respectively, against the exponent p in Fig. 8 . As can be seen, R c is close to 0.85 at p ¼ 0:
À7
and 2 Â 10 À7 m, R c slightly decreases with increasing value of p. Even in such a case, R c is still greater than 0.8 at p ¼ 0:6. This means that the contribution of the boundary diffusion is more than 80 percent at t ¼ t c . As shown in Fig. 7 , the exponent q starts to increase with increasing annealing time at t ¼ t c . However, at t ¼ t c , the contribution of the volume diffusion is less than 20 percent. Consequently, the growth of the layer is predominantly governed by the boundary diffusion at the plateau stage with q ¼ q c .
The dependence of the exponent q on the ratio R was estimated from the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 7 . The results of
À7 , 2 Â 10 À7 and 3 Â 10 À7 m are shown as solid curves interconnecting open circles, squares and rhombuses, respectively, in Fig. 9 . In this figure, the open symbols on the right-hand side show R c and q c at t ¼ t c , and those on the left-hand side indicate R and q at t ¼ 10 7 s. As can be seen, R c takes values between 0.80 and 0.85. As the annealing time increases from t ¼ t c to t ¼ 1 s, the ratio will decrease from R ¼ R c to R ¼ 0, but the exponent should increase from q ¼ q c to q ¼ 0:5. The dependence of q on R considerably varies depending on p, but the solid curves for different values of k d almost coincide with one another for each value of p. Therefore, the dependence of q on R is predominantly determined by p but not by k d , though the kinetics of the grain growth is controlled by both k d and p. The corresponding calculation was carried out also for 
Comparison with previous analyses
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the kinetics of the mixed ratecontrolling process was theoretically analyzed by Farrell and Glimer. 34) Like the present analysis, they considered a semiinfinite diffusion couple initially consisting of two solidsolution phases with solubility compositions. Thus, there is no diffusional flux in both solid-solution phases. In such a 
semi-infinite diffusion couple, a polycrystalline compound layer is formed at the interface between the solid-solution phases. Here, the compound layer with a thickness of z is composed of flat grain boundaries with a thickness of and tabular grains, and each tabular grain is sandwiched between two parallel grain boundaries perpendicular to the interface. The distance d between the neighboring parallel grain boundaries is identical for all the tabular grains, and the d axis and the z axis are perpendicular to the grain boundary and the interface, respectively. For such a compound layer, the one-dimensional boundary diffusion along the z axis and the two-dimensional volume diffusion along the d axis and the z axis were calculated numerically. Unlike the present analysis, however, the grain size d remains constant during growth of the compound layer. This corresponds to the growth with p ¼ 0. Their analysis indicates that z is expressed as a power function of t by eq. (16) and q is equal to 0.48. In contrast, the present analysis gives q ¼ 0:5 for p ¼ 0 as shown in Fig. 4 . The discrepancy between q ¼ 0:48 and 0.5 is attributed to the volume diffusion along the d axis.
In order for the compound layer to grow continuously, solute atoms should be transported by the boundary diffusion along the grain boundary parallel to the z axis over long distances. However, the solute atoms in the grain boundary may be partially wasted by the volume diffusion along the d axis. Such wastage will decelerate the growth of the compound layer. Also in the present analysis, it is possible to consider the volume diffusion along the d axis. However, in the square-rectangular grain, there are double d-axes perpendicular to each other. In such a case, the two-dimensional volume diffusion along the double d-axes as well as the onedimensional volume diffusion along the z axis has to be calculated numerically. However, an unrealistically long computing time is necessary for such a three-dimensional numerical calculation. Consequently, in the present analysis, the one-dimensional volume diffusion along the z axis was considered, but the two-dimensional volume diffusion along the double d-axes was omitted. Nevertheless, influence of the omission on the kinetics can be estimated from the analysis of Farrell and Glimer. 34) According to their analysis, q is decreased by 4 percent due to the one-dimensional volume diffusion along the single d axis. Consequently, q may be diminished by 8 percent owing to the tow-dimensional volume diffusion along the double d-axes. In Fig. 6 , open squares show the values of q c smaller by 8 percent than those with the open circles. In the present analysis, however, the grain size d monotonically increases with increasing annealing time at t > t s . The penetration depth of the volume diffusion along the d axis relative to the grain size d is smaller for the growing grain than for the non-growing grain. Hence, the diminishment may be smaller than 8 percent at large values of p. Consequently, the open squares provide the lower limit for the estimation of q c .
On the other hand, as mentioned in Sect. 1, the growth of a compound layer controlled by boundary diffusion was theoretically analyzed by Corcoran et al. 35) In their analysis, a compound layer in a semi-infinite diffusion couple consists of cylindrical grains with an identical diameter of d, where the rotation axis of the grain with a length of z is perpendicular to the interface and the diameter d increases in proportion to a power function of the annealing time t with an exponent of p. Thus, the thickness of the compound layer is equal to z. Furthermore, only boundary diffusion occurs in the compound layer, but volume diffusion takes place merely in the neighboring phase ahead of the growing compound layer. If the boundary diffusion predominantly governs the growth of the compound layer, the thickness z is expressed as a power function of the annealing time t with an exponent of q. In such a case, the following relationship holds good between p and q.
The relationship of eq. (19) is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, the slope is steeper for the dotted line than for the dashed and solid curves passing through the open squares and circles, respectively. Nevertheless, at p ¼ 0:2{ 0:4, q is rather close to each other between the dashed curve and the dotted line. Consequently, the relationship between p and q is approximately described by eq. (19) in the range of p ¼ 0:2{0:4, even though the two-dimensional volume diffusion along the double d-axes is omitted in eq. (19).
Conclusions
The kinetics of the reactive diffusion controlled by boundary and volume diffusion was numerically analyzed Fig. 9 The exponent q versus the ratio R at annealing times between t ¼ t c and 10 7 s for the results in Fig. 7 for a hypothetical binary system consisting of one intermetallic compound and two primary solid-solution phases using a mathematical model of a semi-infinite diffusion couple. Here, the diffusion couple is initially composed of the two primary solid-solution phases with solubility compositions. During isothermal annealing at a certain temperature, a layer of the intermetallic compound is formed at the interface in the diffusion couple due to the reactive diffusion between the primary solid-solution phases. However, there is no diffusional flux in the primary solid-solution phases. On the other hand, the compound layer consists of a single layer of squarerectangular grains with an identical dimension, where the side length of the basal-plane and the height are d and z, respectively. The z axis is perpendicular to the interface, and hence the basal-plane is parallel to the interface. Therefore, the thickness of the compound layer is equal to z. For simplification of the analysis, the following assumptions were adopted for the compound layer: (A) there is no grain boundary segregation; (B) volume and boundary diffusion occurs along the z axis; and (C) grain growth starts to occur at a certain annealing time. In order to calculate numerically the growth rate of the compound layer, Crank-Nicolson implicit method 48) was combined with a finite-difference technique. 49) When the grain size d remains constant during growth of the compound layer, the thickness of the compound layer is proportional to a power function of the annealing time t and the exponent q of the power function is equal to 0.5. In contrast, q varies depending on t in complicated manners, if d increases in proportion to a power function of t. Around the critical annealing time t c , however, q is rather insensitive to t. 
